CIF SAN DIEGO SECTION
SPRING 2019 PLAYERS OF THE YEAR

Baseball: Keoni Cavaco, Eastlake
Softball: Lexi Sosa, Mater Dei
Volleyball (B): Slater Bird, Westview
Track (B): Kenan Christon, Madison
Field (B): Altan Mitchell, Point Loma
Track (G): Kristin Fahy, La Costa Canyon
Field (G): Alysah Hickey, Coronado
Golf (B): Kento Yamawaki, La Costa Canyon
Tennis (B): Michael Hao, Torrey Pines
Swimming (G): Rachel Rhee, La Costa Canyon
Swimming (B): Josh He, Cathedral Catholic
Lacrosse (B): Marco Napolitano, Torrey Pines
Lacrosse (G): Jolie Riedell, Scripps Ranch
Gymnastics: Tessa Anderson, West Hills
Badminton: Lawrence Taing, Patrick Henry